SO	BETTER VILLAGES
milk consumption.1 The main reason for this overcrowding
of the grazing is that grazing is either free or absurdly cheap.
If grazing were charged at economic rates useless cattle
would soon become scarce.
In the circumstances of Northern India the over-grazing
of the hillsides, so far from improving the turf, spoils it.
The valuable grasses and weeds thin out and disappear and
the valueless grasses spread and take their place. The
hoofs of the animals break down the surface of the ground
already laid bare by the work of their teeth and the axes of
the graziers and woodmen. The naked soil is thus exposed
to the full violence of the rain, the vegetative mat disappears,
the rain is now free to attack the bare hillside, and the
fertile topsoil, slowly accumulated in thousands of years, is
washed away in a few monsoons, leaving nothing but the
infertile, non-absorbent subsoil. One journey through the
hills is enough to show the whole process of destruction.
The hills are bare, with huge scars where the naked slopes
are scaling off, every ravine is choked with the debris, and
when it rains the streams are loaded with soil and sand.
The damage is progressively increasing. The more the
grass deteriorates and the more the axe destroys, the
farther afield must the flocks and herds range, the more
they deteriorate and the larger the numbers of them
requisite to keep their owners alive, the closer must they
crop to get their food and the keener must the woodman
work for timber and firewood.
Near each hill village the hillman destroys the trees and
the grass cover and, \\ithout waiting to terrace the new
land, sows his potato or other crop on the steep exposed
slope, often with the furrows running downhill to help the
processes of destruction. The heavy rain washes the topsoil
1 Except for China and Japan where milk is not usually drunk.

